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Hello! We hope you are
keeping well.
It’s exactly a year since the wave team were together in the studio,
but thankfully we have remained busy during the lockdowns.
We have worked on some really fulfilling projects, including those
that helped the urgent response to the pandemic. So we thought
we’d show you a few to see.
We’d love to hear from you if there is anything we can help you with.
Best wishes from the wave co-op team.
David, Diana, Felix, Julian and Karen
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Some nice things we have
designed recently
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Leonard Cheshire
Covid-19 updates
Informing supporters of how the disability charity is continuing to
assist residents, staff and families during the pandemic and how they
can donate towards essential personal protective equipment.

Fundraising appeal

Covid-19 update

Supporting
Educationdisabled
people in the UK during
Just like here in the UK, schools
are closing
around the globe.
the
Covid-19
crisis
This puts children’s education at risk.

Covid-19 update

Supporting disabled
people around the globe
during the Covid-19 crisis

As disabled children are already less
likely to go to school than non-disabled
children – at least half are out of school
in developing countries – it’s vital we make
sure they aren’t left out further.

Keeping people safe
We know this is a worrying
time for everyone. The safety
and wellbeing of the people
we support, our staff and our
volunteers is what matters
to us most.
Whilst we cannot continue
running our usual programmes
face to face, we are making
sure to keep in touch with
all participants, to make sure

So we are:
Working with governments and local partners to ensure
disabled children are not left out of any adapted learning
that takes place.
Supporting teachers and parents to make sure disabled
children can learn at home whilst schools are closed.

they are OK and to continue
to support them however
we can. For example, we are
developing online resources
for our internship programme,
Change Now. We are also
creating Facebook groups to
make sure vital friendships
forged on our volunteering
programme, Can Do, are not
lost. And we are reaching
out with virtual personal
development sessions.
In our care homes, whilst we
have had to stop visits from
all non-essential visitors, we
have been very lucky to receive
lots of support from local
communities, like the beautiful
daffodils (pictured) gifted to
St. Teresa’s from a local farm.

Working with local governments to make sure that
disabled children get back to school at the same time
as non-disabled children when schools reopen.

Donate by June 1st to provide
Donate by June 1st to provide
our carers in the UK with PPE
our carers in the UK with PPE
leonardcheshire.org/PPE-appeal
leonardcheshire.org/PPE-appeal

Staying busy at home
As a supporter of Leonard
Cheshire, you’ll know how
important getting out in
the community and seeing
friends and family is to the
people living in our care
homes. So we’ve been
working hard to make sure
residents can keep in touch
with their loved ones.
We’ve been supporting people
like Pippa, pictured, to keep in
touch virtually. And we’ve been
getting creative making cards

Registered charity no: 218186 (England and Wales)
SC005117 (Scotland) and a company limited by guarantee,
registered in England no: 552847.
VAT no: 899 322375.

and gifts to let friends and
family know we are thinking
of them even though we can’t
be together.
We’re also lucky to have lots
of beautiful gardens at our
homes, so residents have
been taking advantage of the
lovely spring weather to get
outdoors and create wonderful
spaces that can be enjoyed all
summer. And as always we’ve
been keeping busy with lots of
fun and games inside.

Printed on paper from sustainable forests.
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Sussex Crisis Fund
A mailing to supporters to recognise the amazing response
of charities and organisations to the pandemic across Sussex
and urge for crucial financial donations to the Crisis Fund.

The story so far...

UK Harvest
distributed tonnes of donated,
fresh food to vulnerable, isolated
people across West Sussex.
Their grant helps them to
welcome volunteers into a
safe working environment.

In March, almost overnight, people were told
to stay home. Businesses, schools and many
non-essential shops and services closed.
The pandemic had arrived in Sussex.
The response from Sussex people was immediate
and courageous. Charities adapted their services and
ways of working, donors were quick and generous to
give, and local neighbourhood groups sprang up to
support vulnerable people in our communities.
We realised that quick access to funding would be
really important for charities and community groups
to survive and adapt to new ways of working, at the
same time as springing into action to support those
most immediately affected by the pandemic.

ISSUES FACING

Our communities and charities are facing an
unprecedented challenge and an uncertain future.

“We must quickly
work to recruit new
volunteers too, as we
have lost many of our
regular volunteers as
they are classed in
the ‘covid-vulnerable’
bracket.”

WHAT NEXT?
Sussex Homeless Support

hundreds of grassroots organisations, empowered
by your support, have come together during this
extraordinary period.
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The expected economic fallout from the covid-19 pandemic, whic
livelihoods, is only now beginning to unfold. Local charities have
AND COMMUNITIES
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is never more needed.
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on regular face-to-face support became
isolated and vulnerable.

People hardest hit by the pandemic were the ones already

vulnerable
to food insecurity.
resulting hunger crisis has
But we have seen the
passion
andThecompassion
shown by people a
brought with it a record level of need for emergency food.
the trials of the last few months.

Time to Talk Befriending’s

The Black and Minority
Ethnic Community

Darren Cool
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first grant helped them adjust their
befriending service to vulnerable
older people experiencing chronic
loneliness and social isolation to
mainly a telephone service. Their
second grant will support their
Staying Together Recovering
Together phase.

Partnership
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“I can’t tell you how
in Brighton & Hove received a
grant of £7,800 to establish
a foodbank service, providing
emergency food parcels for
people in crisis as soon as
lockdown arrived.
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Recovery Alliance
people toespecially
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towards
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and so our funding is never more needed.
areas. challenges ahead, recover financially and help buildpeople
living on the periphery
12% of charities surveyed said it was
High priority areas we were funding in those first
few months included access to food and medicines,
health issues and loneliness and isolation, in
particular for older people. Another area that needed
immediate investment was technology to enable
groups to deliver their work virtually.

Across the world, people are starting to recognise the
huge impact the pandemic has had, particularly on
the most disadvantaged people and places. We also
know that people from Black, Asian and minority
ethnic communities are affected more profoundly.
The risk of greater inequality is all too real.

There are huge challenges ahead but there is also a
real opportunity to come together to help Sussex to
become a safer, successful and more inclusive place
to live for everyone.
We would like to thank the hundreds of community
groups and thousands of volunteers who have
worked tirelessly to help the most affected, as well
as the many people and organisations who have
given to the Sussex Crisis Fund. Your compassion
and generosity have made things bearable for so
many people, so thank you. The next few pages tell
some of the story of the impact you have made.
It is all too clear that the crisis will not be
over for many months to come, so
we are asking you to continue
to support Sussex, and the
Sussex Crisis Fund, to help
our communities to recover.

Victoria Dawe

Recognising this urgency, we launched the Sussex
Crisis Fund on 20 March. Within ten days, we made
our first grants and our grants committee met every
week until the end of July.

Pro Bono Economics June 2020

‘likely’ they would cease operating.

RSA Future Work Centre, May 2020

supports people in recovery from
drugs and alcohol addiction. Part
of a £4,394 grant has bought
two new laptops, enabling staff
to keep in touch with clients
vulnerable to relapse.

of the wider community and

Black men and
women are nearly

who have very little support
twice as likely to die
Across Sussex,
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to help them through these
with coronavirus
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as white peopleof
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In
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lockdown bearable, we Universal Credit or Jobseeker’s
England and Wales
would have relapsed
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Chamber of Commerce survey said without your support.” Allowance
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is employed
£800,000 HAS BEEN DONATED LOCALLY...THANK YOU SO MUCH!
increased
by 134%in the aviation
We desperately
need your continued donations this autumn to harness that passion as we support Sussex
they intend to make workers redundant
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between
March and
and related
June. sectors.
people to face the challenges ahead, recover financially and help build towards a better future for us all.
Centre
for
Cities
report,
April
2020
Department for Work & Pensions
over the next three months. July 2020

But we have seen the passion and compassion shown by people and communities in Sussex in facing
20% OF
GRANTS WORTH OVER £1.1M
625,000
WERE DISTRIBUTED
33%BENEFICIARIES
of respondents to a British
GRANTS WERE
the trials of the last few months.
IN PARTNERSHIP WITH
TO FIRST TIME
HAVE BEEN
The voluntary sector has shown how hugely
resourceful and enterprising it is. It has played a
vital role throughout the lockdown and will play
a vital role in the recovery. We want to celebrate
what has been achieved so far: the incredible
way that local people, volunteers and staff from

Pro Bono Economics June 2020

KEVIN RICHMOND
CHIEF EXECUTIVE
August 2020

Office for National Statistics, May 2020

August 2020
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33% of respondents to a British
Chamber of Commerce survey said
they intend to make workers redundant
over the next three months. July 2020
Across Sussex, those receiving
Universal Credit or Jobseeker’s
Allowance increased by 134%
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37% of Crawley-based employees
200,000
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37%
of Crawley-based
employees
200,000
people
have been furloughed
furloughed.
across were
Sussex
and 378,000 applied
Centre for Cities report, April 2020
for self-employment support. As these
schemes
windAsian
down,and
theminority
picture looks
Black,
ethnic people
bleak, particularly
for
young
people.
have already been disproportionately

HMRC
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affected by the crisis. Pre-existing
inequalities mean that many will be

As well as the devastating human and
environmental costs incurred by affected
communities and the disregard for
international standards, ADM and Bunge’s
failure to respect rights and defenders in
their supply chain also exposes them to
significant business risk.

Global Witness

from 2017-2018, according to Chain
Reaction Research. Unless companies
and governments take action to mitigate
against such risks, coupled with efforts
to reduce global consumer demand, it
is likely that conflicts caused by oil palm
plantation expansion will continue.

In Indonesia, evidence shows that palm
Such costs to companies and investors
oil producers experience substantial
in the palm oil industry have presented
operational, ‘stranded land’ and marketthemselves in very real ways, both in
96
access risks from social conflicts.
Indonesia and elsewhere. These include:
However, both ADM and Bunge’s own
> Wilmar International incurred over
policies and due-diligence practices fall
three years’ worth of legal costs in its
well short of identifying and mitigating
defence against a community land
against human rights and defender
Conflicts with
dispute in West Sumatra, Indonesia. The
risks. As recently highlighted by Chain
communities
can
Kapa
community
filed
a
complaint
with
Reaction Research, a sustainability risk
cost palm oil
the Roundtable on Sustainable Palm
analyst, such lack of mitigation can
Oil (RSPO) in October 2014, stating that
companies up to
result in complaints and conflicts. One
Wilmar had established a plantation in
USD2.7 million
study estimated ‘tangible costs of five
their area in violation of RSPO standards;
company-community conflicts in Sumatra
the
case
was
settled
and
closed
as
of
and Kalimantan ranged from US$70,000
September 2018.98
to US$2.7 million, while intangible costs
might have reached US$9 million per
> In January 2020, the Dutch National
case’.97 This research also indicates that
Contact
Point of the OECD accepted
86 mills
Our investigation found that local
palm oil from a company proven
to have
these financial, legal and reputational
a complaint
from NGOs
alleging
that of
communities accused 86 of the sampled
engaged in corrupt practices could
be
had
allegations
costs are increasing, with the estimated
ING Bank has ‘contributed
to’grabs
palm oil
mills of having seized community-owned
liable to prosecution under Indonesian
land
and
costs of social conflict rising by 114%
abuses
through its financing
of various
land. In eight of these cases it was explicitly law, if it is proven that the trader
is aware
other land
disputes
42
reported that the community had been
of these practices.
against them
evicted from their lands, though the true
Our
sample
found
evidence
explicitly
number of unreported evictions
may
TRADING
RISKS
TRADING RISKS
linking 19 mills (or nearly 6%) to violations
be higher. Moreover, our analysis found
How ADM & Bunge
are failing
reports of corrupt land acquisition practices of indigenous communities’ rights. The
Land & Environmental
Defenders
disproportionate
impacts of the expansion
alleged against five mills in our sample.
in Indonesia of commercial oil palm on the territorial
Research indicates that corruption in land
rights of the largely forest-dwelling
acquisition by agribusiness companies
indigenous people in Indonesia are well
38
in Indonesia is widespread. Indonesia’s
documented. One such example involves
Corruption Eradication Commission (KPK)
the Sambawa (Sabandete Walandawe)
19 mills
points out that many companies have
communities of North Konawe regency in
were accused of
been allowed to operate in forest areas
South Sulawesi.
violations of
that are supposed to be off-limits to oil
RISIKO
PERDAGANGAN
indigenous rights
In 2010, Sambawa community members
palm cultivation.39 The government has
Bagaimana ADM dan Bunge
protested against the actions of several
continually refused to publish maps of
Mengecewakan Pembela Tanah
local palm oil mills, including one
agricultural concessions in some regions
dan Lingkungan di Indonesia
supplying
ADM
and
Bunge:
PT
Sultra
– citing concerns relating to proprietary
Prima
Lestari
(SPL).
They
claimed
that
company information – despite a
PT SPL gained control of over 12,000
court ruling for disclosure. This has
hectares of community-owned land, a
impeded public scrutiny of corruption
mix of forest and shared agricultural land.
claims against palm oil companies.40
The presence of the company since 2004
Nevertheless, bribery and other corrupt
has altered the community’s way of life
practices are crimes under Indonesian
significantly. Women who have turned to
law.41 An international trader purchasing

Trading Risks

December 2020
A palm oil mill surrounded by
plantations in Riau Province,
Sumatra.
Credit: Greenpeace/Oka Budhi

The largest palm oil exporting
country in the world

THE DATA

Reviewing a random sample of 330 of the 658 mills
Palm oil is big business in Indonesia. It is
the country’s most valuable agricultural
export, with the industry employing a
reported 16.2 million people in 2018.4 It
is currently the world’s top producer of
palm oil, controlling approximately 60% of
global market share.5

Nearly 40% of analysed mills supplying
both ADM and Bunge have been accused
of violating local community land rights,
criminalising or attacking defenders, and/or
causing serious environmental degradation

But the development of this industry
has come at a heavy price, with millions
of hectares of biodiverse forests felled.
On Borneo alone, the palm oil industry
has been linked to 39% of the island’s
forest loss over the past two decades.6
In response, Indonesian and global civil
society organisations have pushed the
environmental impacts of palm oil onto
policy makers’ agendas in recent years.

OUR FINDINGS
Global Witness found that neither company is addressing
the majority of these allegations through their formal
grievance processes.

27

Anyone with access to the internet – if they made the effort to
check – could easily discover that these palm oil mills have been
associated with multiple allegations of abuses.

However, the industry is also responsible
for significant socioeconomic impacts on
the communities surrounding plantations
and oil-processing facilities. Allegations
of land grabs and conflicts between
companies and communities have been
widespread. Indeed, palm oil is the
largest contributor to agrarian conflicts in

This demonstrates a failure by ADM and Bunge to adequately
anticipate and monitor potential abuses in their supply chains.
TRADING RISKS

Indonesia, with 204,135 hectares affected
in 2018 – 1.4% of the country’s total
oil palm area.7 As it has expanded into
ever more remote regions, the industry
has increasingly affected the rights of
indigenous communities. Deforestation,
waste pollution and loss of land have
damaged communities’ livelihoods, health
and food security.8
Land and environmental defenders –
those communities and individuals
that take a stand against the unjust,
discriminatory, corrupt or damaging
exploitation of natural resources and the
environment – have often faced violent
reprisals for their work in opposing palm oil
expansion. Intimidation, physical attacks
and even murders have frequently been
linked to companies or projects in the
sector. Criminalisation of these defenders
– the use and abuse of existing laws and
policies to intimidate and silence defenders,
their families and the communities they
represent – is particularly common in
Indonesia (see Operating Environment
section on page 12).

TRADING RISKS
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22%
that the company views sustainable
palm oil as produced in a way that
‘excludes the conversion of areas of
high conservation value or high carbon
stock, minimizes greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions, utilizes responsible agronomic
practices, and protects the rights of
workers and local communities.’69

Deforestation in Central Kalimantan
on the island of Borneo.
Credit: Ulet Ifansasti/Greenpeace

Neither ADM nor Bunge fully commit
to avoiding or contributing to adverse
social or human rights impacts through
their, or their suppliers’, operations, or
to addressing such impacts when they
occur, as per Principle 13 of the UNGPs.70
Both companies appear therefore to be
failing to comply with the UNGPs, which
require companies to have a human rights
due-diligence process to identify, prevent,
mitigate and account for how they address
their impacts on human rights.71

What is actually happening?
Our investigation findings

PREVENTING/MITIGATING
ADVERSE IMPACTS ON
LOCAL COMMUNITIES AND
THEIR ENVIRONMENT
What ADM and Bunge should be
doing: company obligations under
Indonesian law, international
standards and their own
corporate policies

In Indonesia, improper disposal of waste
is an offence under Law No. 32/2009
on Environmental Protection and
Management (Article 69), with articles

Desember 2020

Rife with land and human rights
abuses related to palm oil
plantations and mills including
Land grabbing
Threats and attacks
Pollution

Global Witness looked at the Indonesian
palm oil mills supplying two of the world’s
largest commodity traders: ADM and BUNGE

As discussed, the expansion of palm
oil cultivation has had significant
environmental impacts – including
deforestation, the destruction of
peatland ecosystems and the pollution of
waterways with waste runoff from mills.
These environmental issues damage
community livelihoods and health.

1

Palm oil plantations in
Aceh, Sumatra.
Credit: JANUAR/AFP
via Getty Images

INDONESIA

A report in English and Bahasa exposing how
two US agribusiness giants source palm oil
from Indonesian mills that are linked publicly
to human rights abuses and land grabs.

1

INTRODUCTION

PALM OIL
Found in everything from shampoo,
cosmetics and processed foods such as chocolate

Our conclusion from our investigation is
that ADM and Bunge have demonstrated a
significant failure to mitigate the potential
adverse impacts of their purchases of
palm oil in Indonesia. Among these
impacts are the serious environmental
degradations alleged of a large number of

97 to 120 outlining implications for
corporations that contravene it.
Under the UNGPs, businesses are required
to: ‘(a) avoid causing or contributing to
adverse human rights impacts through
their own activities, and address such
impacts when they occur; and (b) seek to
prevent or mitigate adverse human rights
impacts that are directly linked to their
operations, products or services by their
business relationships, even if they have
not contributed to those impacts’.68

ADM and Bunge palm oil suppliers – 73, or
22%, of sampled mills.
The most common type of alleged
environmental infraction our investigation
identified was waste dumping or
pollution, with multiple reports of
improper disposal of toxic effluent
from mills into nearby river systems.
Our research found 43 mills in ADM and
Bunge’s supply chain were the subject
of such accusations. As noted, improper
disposal of waste is an offence under
Indonesia law. Failure to properly dispose
of waste can lead to contamination of the
water and soil, ultimately affecting local
people’s rights to a clean environment
and/or livelihood.72
Allegations of deforestation or destruction
of peat swamps were made against 27 of the
mills on the list. One notable mill company
supplying both ADM and Bunge in 2019 and
2020 respectively is PT Anugerah Langkat
Makmur (PT ALAM). In January 2019,
Indonesian police named the company’s
then-director, Musa Idishah, as a suspect
in the clearing of 366 hectares of protected
forest for a palm oil plantation in violation
of Law No. 18/2013 on the prevention
of forest clearing and destruction, Law
No. 39/2014 on plantations, and Law No.
32/2009 on environmental protection and

of mills supplying
ADM and Bunge
have been
accused of causing
significant
environmental
damage

ADM and Bunge
are addressing only
a small number of
the ongoing cases we
identified through their
respective grievance
processes.

An aerial photograph shows the
scale of land cleared for a palm oil
plantation in Central Kalimantan
province.
Credit: ROMEO GACAD/AFP
via Getty Images

Commodity traders have responded to
sustained criticism of their supply chains
in part by adopting No Deforestation,
No Peat and No Exploitation (NDPE)
commitments. ADM published its human
rights policy in 2014, followed by its NDPE
policy in 2015. According to its NDPE
action plan, the company is working
to ‘address social and environmental
challenges in high risk/priority sourcing
landscapes’. Bunge has made public a
Palm Oil Sourcing Policy, which states

TRADING RISKS
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Part 5
Network strengthening

Annual report and accounts

1

With the adoption of a 5 year strategy in
2019, PWYP’s annual report outlines how this
solid framework will help them navigate the
challenges of the pandemic and move towards
a world where ordinary people fully benefit
from the benefits of their natural resource.

Key achievements
SuccessfulPWYPGlobalAssemblyinSenegal,bringingtogether
250 members and partners to exchange ideas, discuss key issues,
build relationships and adopt Vision 2025, the new PWYP global
strategyfor2020-2025,withfourgoals:tomakePWYPmore
Informed, Influential, Heard and Connected.

Institutional
growth and
resilience

 onstructiveregionalmeetingstoidentifyprioritiesforthe
C
Vision 2025 Operational Plan.
DevelopmentoftheVision2025OperationalPlanfortheSecretariat
in2020-2022,andcommunicationstoensurestaffandmembers
are well equipped to implement it.
ExpansionofourmovementinEurasiawithanewcoalition
in Kosovo.

PWYP International Secretariat Annual report 2019 www.pwyp.org

Developmentofastrategicframeworkoncivicspace,underthe
Operational Plan for Vision 2025, outlining measures for prevention
of closing civic space, protection of CSOs and activists facing threats,
and advocacy to fulfil the rights of natural resource activists.

Defining our
shared path

PWYP members at the PWYP East
and Southern Africa Regional meeting
in Entebbe, Uganda, in August 2019.
Credit: PWYP
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Promoting people-centred governance
in the extractive sector
Part 4

PWYP Kyrgyzstan worked with the Responsible
Mining Foundation to translate into the Kyrgyz
language a tool for communities to assess
the effects of mining operations. Based on a
checklist covering issues such as the impact
on soil and water quality, local employment
and procurement opportunities, grievances
and emergency preparedness, findings from
the tool are being used as a basis for dialogue
between companies and local people in five
remote mining communities, to reduce tension
between both parties and increase the benefits
to local people from mining in their area.

Key programmatic areas

PWYP International Secretariat

Trustees’ annual report and
financial accounts 2019

PWYP International Secretariat Annual report 2019 www.pwyp.org

Tailored
responses at
national level

18

Key achievements
 ationalcampaignstoensurefairsubnational
N
sharing of extractive revenues.
 aunchofcampaignfortaxjustice,basedoncountries
L
in East and Southern Africa.
Ongoingresponsestosecurecivicspaceformembers
in individual countries.

Visit to a mining site
in Kyrgyzstan.
Credit: PWYP

Communities and
benefit sharing
We continued to carry out research and
convene stakeholders on tax justice and
benefit sharing mechanisms, to inform
advocacy at national and international levels.
Preparations began for a stakeholder meeting
in 2020 to review the impact of benefit-sharing
mechanisms and discuss PWYP coalitions’
experiences in advocating for revenue-sharing
schemes.
In Albania, members took part in a campaign
for communities to receive the 5 per cent of
government royalties from extraction which
the country’s tax law entitles them to. The
campaign monitored resource allocation in five
municipalities and coalition members took part
in forums with local government, community,
civil society and media representatives to
advocate with officials for full transparency in
royalty use.

PWYP Burkina Faso successfully campaigned
for enforcement of the legal requirement for
mining companies to pay 1 per cent of their
gross revenues to communities affected by
their operations. The coalition campaigned to
ensure that the Local Development Support
Funds established by law are benefiting local
populations. In response, mining companies
fulfilled their obligations, paying 1 per cent of
revenues to local communities.

Gloria Cuthbert Majiga,
PWYP Malawi

Securing civic space
for our members
During 2019, the Secretariat continued to
secure civic space in individual countries and
to help members from other coalitions support
each other. In Niger, we helped build capacity
on physical and digital security, and human
rights, making a successful application to the
University of York for PWYP Board member
and Niger national coordinator, Ali Idrissa,
for a protective fellowship for human rights
defenders. Our formal complaint to ECOWAS
against the arrest of activist Sadat Illiya Dan
Malam helped secure his release in November.
We also supported PWYP members Alfredo
Okenve in Equatorial Guinea and Jean-Claude
Katende in the DRC, both subjected to death
threats and attacks for their work, developing
successful plans to help secure their safety.

VISION 2025
What we want is to continue
empowering communities in how they
can be part of government decisionmaking bodies and how they can be
heard, and how there can be solutions
for their problems.
Anj Dacanay,
Bantay Kita-PWYP Philippines

Ali Idrissa released after four months in
detention for protesting against a new
finance law in Niger in 2018.
Credit: ROTAB / PWYP Niger
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VISION 2025
The future for our communities,
if we take a more people-centred
approach, would be that mining would
not just be extraction… but also a
sector that is building up communities,
developing them.

In September, we began a 15-month project to
explore issues relating to tax justice, “Promoting
Equitable Tax Transparency”, implemented at
national level with PWYP coalitions in Uganda,
Tanzania and Mozambique, at regional level
and globally. The project will raise awareness
about the natural-resource deals governments
are making, and whether these are fair. We
will work with national and regional decision
makers, driving reforms to make tax systems
more transparent, and building community
involvement, including among women, in
decision making on revenue use.
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Change Grow Live

Our partners

HCV impact report

Relationships with external
agencies and key partners have
continued to go from strength to
strength, by virtue of a shared
common goal to cure as many
people as possible from the
Hepatitis C virus.
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•
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can now be cured with few
or no side effects.
We are working with Gilead Sciences to achieve
micro-elimination of Hepatitis C in our services by
2023 in line with NHS England targets.

Local micro-elimination means:

90% of these people have then
been tested.

8

My key worker at Change Grow Live
pushed and encouraged me to have
treatment for Hep C. I thought I was
too old and didn’t really care but I
have just finished my 3rd month and
can’t tell you how good I feel. I am
like a new man, I feel alive, awake
and have more energy. I recommend
treatment to everyone who needs it
and thank you for being so caring
to me.

There are many key contributors in
the fight to eliminate Hepatitis C,
with both the Hepatitis C trust and
the Operational Delivery Networks
(ODN’s) playing key roles in the
wider elimination strategy.
A special mention to our partners
at Gilead Sciences, and those
working across NHSE: through
ongoing commitments, joint
ventures and continued support
we have increased the number
of people who have engaged in
testing and treatment pathways
for Hepatitis C.

Treatment was so easy. I could pick up
my script at the same time as my Hep C
appointment. I hate hospitals and I wouldn’t
have gone. I tell everyone now to get treated,
everyone thinks its like it was before but it
couldn’t be more different…When I got the
final results it was such a weight off my mind.
Now that I’m cured I am starting to reduce
my Methadone. I feel so much better.

Anon
Service user
Change Grow Live

Kevin
Service user

Change Grow Live
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Highlights of the year
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>Setting
Our Richmond
and Halton services were the first to Innovation
the standard
achieve micro-elimination of Hepatitis C for the people
Innovation in services across the
country boosted local testing rates.

Drug treatment services were collectively responsible
for 33% (3,400) of the 10,210 people starting treatment
for Hepatitis C between May 2019 and March 2020.
Change Grow Live contributed 46% (1,580) of the
overall treatment starts from drug treatment services.

who inject drugs.

> Our innovative national programme to improve
medically assisted treatment for opioid users has
(Data Source: NHSE HCV Treatment registry).

It’s important to highlight the shift in attitudes from the people who
work and volunteer in our services towards testing and treatment
pathways for Hepatitis C. Across Change Grow Live, more people truly
value and understand the wider impact HCV can have on an individual
and the recognition of the transformational benefits of someone
engaging in treatment for Hepatitis C. These include:

helped improve BBV screening rates and referrals into
treatment. Our Hull service achieved a screening rate
of 66% among the injecting population compared to a
national average of 31%.

Engaging within the structure of a MAT programme

Being more mindful of risk-taking behaviours and the importance
of keeping themselves/others safe through regular engagement
with the needle and syringe programmes on offer within
services/local communities.

We have used visual tools that
have helped us to do things
better and tell our story in a
way that staff understand the
data. Breaking down priorities
and targeting specific groups of
people helped increase testing
rates in Hull by over 45% and
35% in Gateshead.

Piloting a needle exchange
project in Gateshead to
stimulate take-up of
Hepatitis C treatment following
blood borne virus testing.

alongside Gilead Sciences and NHSE at the HSJ (Health

Service Journal) Partnership awards in March 2019. In
November 2019, we were chosen as overall winners from
Brand guidelines August 2019
all categories and awarded the HSJ
Partnership Award
Impact
alongside Gilead sciences and NHSE.
HCV Impact Report for year ending March 2020
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21,083

10,164

Hull ReNew IMAT & HCV correlation
During 2018, Change Grow Live launched an innovative national service
improvement programme for treating opioid users: Improving medication
assisted treatment (IMAT). It provided services with information,
guidance, a toolkit and data-tracker designed to optimise treatment for
opioid users. IMAT was launched in the intervention site (Hull Renew) in
May 2019, together with a new model of care designed to improve HCV
screening rates and linkage to appropriate care.

Intervention elements comprised:
Dedicated Harm Reduction Workers providing targeted
BBV screening
Education and training for all staff on HCV screening and treatment

An NHS partnership led to
the appointment of two full
time Hepatitis C clinical nurse
specialists to work across
East and West Sussex.

> Change Grow Live won Best Pharmaceutical Partnership

Of the 21,083
> A trial of three nudge pilots at six sites found that
people tested
enhancing Hepatitis C training for key workers to
were
75% of people who were diagnosed with
include
practical planning and goal setting doubled
people
were
IV drug users
Hepatitis C have started treatment.
tested
forrates in the short term.
testing
therefore identified
Hepatitis C,
as a priority group.
a growth
This was a growth
of 39.78%
of 62.47% on the
on the
previous year
Change Grow Live
HCV Impact Report for year ending March 2020
www.changegrowlive.org previous year

HCV
Impact
Report

I had Hep C for 8/9 years… I didn’t think it
was affecting me. I used to find it hard to
concentrate… I think it was called fog head.

This success is something we will
take forward into the year ahead.

Change Grow Live

100% of people using the service
have 20
been offered a Hepatitis C test.

What our service users say

Change Grow Live

HCV Impact Report for year ending March 2020

1,630

people started
treatment for
Hepatitis C,
a growth of
81.51% on the
previous year

Peer-support group of Hep C treatment completers encouraging
screening uptake and supporting access to treatment
Appointment scheduling to facilitate access to hep C nurses
HCV offer aligned to MAT journey (understanding readiness/risk
behaviours)
HCV Treatment Clinic delivered in partnership with Hull University
Teaching Hospitals NHS Trust.

The new model of care remains in place. As of January 2020, the rate
of HCV screening (among injectors) was 66%, compared with a national
average rate of 31%.

www.changegrowlive.org
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70

training and awareness
sessions were delivered
across the organisation
to staff and volunteers
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War on Want
Brand refresh for a new website
(with Agile Collective)
As part of our work with Agile Collective on the War on Want
website redesign, we simplified the logo, reduced the use
of distressed graphics, introduced a bold new typeface,
and updated the colour palette. Our work also included
a set of refreshed brand guidelines.

Uses the same strapline a
(for now), in Gill Sans
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A little bit about us
We work creatively for a better world

We are a co-operative

+ We are a design co-operative

+ We set up from the start as a worker co-operative to provide

+ We help our clients communicate
messages that matter
+ Our services include print, digital and
identity design
+ We are not-for-profit specialists, with
strong ethical values
+ We have been waving for over 30 years

a professional creative design service to the not-for-profit
sector. As a co-operative, we are controlled by the people
that work in it – there are no owners or shareholders and we
have an equitable, non-hierarchical management structure

+ 
Co-operatives are based on the values of self-help,

self-responsibility, democracy, equality, equity and solidarity.
In the tradition of their founders, co-operative members
believe in and practise the ethical values of honesty,
openness, social responsibility and caring for others

+ 
We are proud to work with organisations such as charities,
public sector organisations, co-operatives and social
enterprises who share our beliefs, our concerns and our
passions and who are committed to positive change
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What we do best
+ We have years of experience producing printed
publications for charities and public sector bodies.
+ We work with clients to develop their brand identities
and apply them creatively across print and web.
+ We design and build accessible, great looking websites
that convey information clearly and beautifully.

Our services include:
+ brand and identity development
+ reports and reviews
+ magazines and newsletters
+ fundraising campaigns
+ adverts
+ exhibition and display systems
+ illustration
+ copy editing and proofreading
+ web and new media
+ content management systems
+ open source cms (wordpress and drupal)
+ e-newsletters
+ e-commerce
+ crm integration
+ interactive applications and games
We also commission:
+ copywriting
+ illustration
+ photography
+ print

Please get in touch to discuss any of your design projects:
digital
felix@wave.coop
07850 840317

print
diana@wave.coop
07875 429985
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How we estimate
We supply detailed and tailored
estimates based on your brief. They
will show a clear breakdown of the
design stages required, for example
for a print project: design visuals,
design development, proof stages
and artwork.
We indicate any possible additional
costs in the ‘options’ section –
to avoid any hidden extras.
We record the time spent on your
project in a management software
programme which enables us to
charge fairly for actual time taken.

We are always happy to clarify and
explain any of the design stages and
costs and offer advice.
For web and digital projects, estimates
are very detailed and are worked up
only after we have interrogated your
requirements in greater detail.
We are very willing to negotiate
contracts and pricing structures
on a case-by-case basis.

We strive to meet budgets where
possible and are experienced at
delivering excellent results within a
restricted budget as this is often a
key priority for our clients. Because
we believe so passionately in the
causes our clients champion, we are
always willing to ‘go the extra mile’.
We are experienced print buyers, so
while you may have you own supplier,
we can also guide on paper stocks
and weights.
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And finally, some nice things
people have said about us
“The corporate brochure has
been great for us in the Fund
Development team. It is hugely
useful having one document that
covers all the audiences we work
with and all the key messages. It
sits with the previous Rewarding
Journeys document as a highquality piece of print that really
shows our professionalism.”
Stephen Chamberlain
Head of Philanthropy
Sussex Community Foundation

“The team at wave are brilliant
to work with – very creative,
innovative, knowledgeable and,
above all, patient with those of
us non-techies! They understood
our brief and brilliantly found
ways to build us the website
we knew we wanted.”
Miranda Kemp
Communications Manager
Sussex Community Foundation

“Delivering a project creating
more than ten detailed resources
at once was daunting – so many
different contributors and styles,
varied content and formats and
a tight deadline! The support
and hard work put in by wave
has been an eye opener. They
are a delight to work with on all
levels and have enabled me to
get the project delivered on time
and budget. The feedback about
style has been excellent from the
audience and I would have no
hesitation in using them again.”
Tasha Bevan
Membership Officer
Plunkett Foundation

“wave deploys great strengths
when it comes to the unionlearn
brand: intelligent application of
design elements; creativity in
pushing the brand forward; and
careful scheduling and execution
of all layout work and production
so that projects come in on time.”
Rob Sanders
Senior Publications Officer
Trades Union Congress

“The new HCT Group website
combines a very clean design
and a great user experience at
the front end – with a flexible,
powerful CMS at the back end.
This allows us to create different
styles of site for different parts
of the organisation, all tied
together by the same aesthetic.
We’re delighted with the result.”

“GISF has collaborated with
wave for many years now. Their
professionalism, flexibility and
constant willingness to brainstorm
ideas and provide support to
ensure our publications appear
professional and visually dynamic,
makes them an invaluable resource
for GISF. It’s a great pleasure
working with wave and I highly
recommend them to anyone
wanting to work with a team that
puts the needs of clients at the
forefront of all their activities.”
Adelicia Fairbanks
Research Advisor
GISF

Frank Villeneuve-Smith
Communications Manager
HCT Group
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